The Roar of the Tiger Mom

To push over the edge
On end (adj.)
Strict
To deserve
To reject
An account
Incredulous
Indignant
Excerpt
Ferocious
A host
Contempt
A sample
Outrageous
A trench
Memoir
To denounce
Sore spot
Insist on
Offspring
Indulgent
Cameo appearance
Merciless
To harangue over
Ample
To hover
surplus
decisive
to account for
ruminations
to haunt
to postpone
wuss
to fret
to fade
to surpass
beleaguered
slender (e.g. book)
imposing
fluffy
to regale with
compassion
to utter
upbringing
to inculcate
to instill
to endure
hardship
paramount
primary
to maintain
obedient
bravado
earnest
to pursue (e.g. passion)
fragility
to grapple with
decisive
vulnerable to
to praise
eager
counterpart
tenacious
crucial
proficient
to decry
severe
awe
grateful
to weep
manual
rote learning
to thrive
to resort to
to hint
complacent
approximately
to flub
to impose

ENVIRONMENT SUSTAINABILITY
Renowed for
Infamous
Peak
Foremost
Slayer
Unassailable
To scoff at
Mammal
To run out of cornerstone
Sustainability
To be doomed
Abrupt
Resources (e.g. natural)
To cut back on
Commonplace
To gobble up
Fossil fuels
Compelling
Severe
Reliant on
To spur
To supplant
Superior
Capacity
Manure
Dung
To avert
Affordable
Much-hyped
Miniscule
Breakthrough
To prompt
Legacy
Poverty
Affluent
Illiteracy
To gain
Life expectancy
To focus on
Whopping
Shabby
To fret about
Precisely
Menacing
Starvation
To exacerbate
Malnutrition
To exaggerate
Prosperous
To pose (e.g. a question)
Resilient to
To rein in
To fly in the face of

IN SEARCH OF A LONELY PLANET/THE BRIGHT SIDE TO A BAD TRIP
Profit
Curve
To wind down
To hitchhike
To thumb a ride
Miniscule
Factor
Zone
Subsequent
To trek
Holy
Sin
Daunting
Stroll
Tiny
To sample
On a regular basis
Remote
Congestion
Swarm
Pew
Disastrous
A silver lining
Adventurous
Altitude
Slumber
To flicker
Terse
For starters
To ensure
Nail-biting
Treacherous
A barrage of
Erroneous
To be afflicted with
To avoid
To be stranded
Honeymoon
Pristine
Self-inflicted
To refund
To cite
Persistent
On one’s behalf
Random
Upscale
Lengthy

LADY GAGA’S BELOVED LITTLE MONSTERS
In droves
Intricate
Unprecedented
An overnight success
Translucent
To hatch out of
Protruding
Abundant
Reciprocal
Acolyte
Jester
Bizarre
Devotion
Anthem
Reverence
Intimacy
Wig
Committed to
Proceeds
Disciple
To follow suit
Perpetually
To credit with
estranged from
weird
scantily clad
to tuck
sibling
see-through
to liberate
gratitude

21 CENTURY ADDICTION
To get hooked
Compulsive
To be fond of
To glug
Rife
Willpower
Gambling
To emerge
To dabble in
Pastime
Gambler
To compel
To tempt
Restraint
A burst of
Alert
To amplify
To chew
To devour
Gusto
Promptly
Craving
Instantly
Overwhelming
A hunch
To boil down to to evolve
Ancestor
An urge
Infatuation
Carcass
Abundant
Avarice
Affluence
Circumstance
To seek
Gender
Susceptibility
To inherit
Deficiency
To acquire
Plaintiff
To cease
Credibility
Tremor
Slot-machine
To trigger
Hangover
To rein in
Deficiency
Craving
Enticing
HOW TO INVENT THE NEXT BIG THING

To determine
To facilitate
Crucial
Hindsight
To predict
Must-have
To launch
Impeccable
Cunning
To capture
To bide one’s time
Humble
Efficient
To revive
To be plagued with
To abandon
Brittle
Rudimentary
To draft (e.g. a design)
Glider
To thrive
Convenience
To envisage
Tremendous
Genuine
To give birth to
To evolve
Tenacity
Aptitude for
To chuck
Budding (e.g. investors)
Debris
Vaccine
Intent
In the long run